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150 lunches provided on a first-come, first-served basis.
Separate Faculty and Clinical Fellows table.

Friday, November 9, 2012
12:00 - 1:00 pm
Hickey Auditorium R11.1400

Available as web videos via the Special Medical Education Programs Institutional Grand Rounds intranet page <link to: http://inside.mdanderson.org/departments/special-medical-education-programs/grand-rounds.html>. The video links are available for viewing 3-5 days after recording for 60 days.

- The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
- The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center designates this live activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. Physicians should claim only credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.